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Clones are sets of finitary operations on a given set that contain all the projections and are
closed under composition. They play an important role in universal algebra, since the set of
all term operations of an algebra always forms a clone and in fact every clone is of this form.
Comparing clones of algebras is much more appropriate than comparing their basic operations,
in order to classify algebras according to different behaviours (see [13, 14]). Clones play another
important role in the study of first-order structures. Indeed, the polymorphism clone of a
first-order structure, consisting of all finitary functions which preserve the structure, forms a
clone. Polymorphism clones carry information about the structures that induce them, and are
a powerful tool in their analysis. Clones are also important in theoretical computer science.
Many computational problems can be phrased as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs): in
such a problem, we fix a structure A (also called the template or constraint language). The
problem CSPpAq is the computational problem of deciding whether a given conjunction of atomic
formulas over the signature of A is satisfiable in A. The seminal discovery in the algebraic
approach to CSP is the result of Jeavons [6] that, for a finite structure A, the complexity of
CSPpAq is completely determined by the polymorphism clone of A (e.g. see [1]).
We have introduced in [4] the variety of clone algebras (CA) as a one-sorted algebraic theory
of clones. A crucial feature of our approach is connected to the role played by variables in free
algebras and projections in clones. In clone algebras these are abstracted out, and take the form
of a countable infinite system of fundamental elements (nullary operations) e1 , e2 , . . . , en , . . .
of the algebra. One important consequence of the abstraction of variables and projections is
the abstraction of term-for-variable substitution and functional composition in CAs, obtained
by introducing an pn ` 1q-ary operator qn for every n ě 0. Roughly speaking, qn pa, b1 , . . . , bn q
represents the substitution of bi for ei into a for 1 ď i ď n (or the composition of a with
b1 , . . . , bn in the first n coordinates of a).
The most natural CAs, the ones the axioms are intended to characterise, are algebras
of functions, called functional clone algebras (FCA). The elements of a functional clone
algebra are infinitary operations from Aω into A, for a given set A. In this framework
qn pf, g1 , . . . , gn q represents the n-ary composition of f with g1 , . . . , gn , acting on the first n
coordinates: qn pf, g1 , . . . , gn qpsq “ f pg1 psq, . . . , gn psq, sn`1 , sn`2 , . . .q, for every s P Aω and the
nullary operators are the projections pi defined by pi psq “ si for every s P Aω . Hence, the
universe of a FCA is a set of infinitary operations containing the projection pi and closed under
finitary compositions, called hereafter ω-clone. One of the main results in [4] is the functional
representation theorem: every CA is isomorphic to a FCA. Moreover, we have shown that the
finite-dimensional CA are the abstract counterpart of the clones of finitary operations, where
the dimension of an element in a CA is an abstraction of the notion of arity. Among the
applications of CAs, we point out the lattice of equational theories problem stated by Birkhoff
[2] in 1946: Find an algebraic characterisation of those lattices which can be isomorphic to a
lattice of equational theories. This problem is still open, but work on it has led to many results
described in [9, Section 4]. The problem of characterising the lattices of equational theories as
the congruence lattices of a class of algebras was tackled by Newrly [7] and Nurakunov [8]. We
have proposed an alternative answer to the lattice of equational theories problem. We proved
˚ Speaker.
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that a lattice is isomorphic to a lattice of equational theories if and only if it is isomorphic
to the lattice of all congruences of a finite dimensional clone algebra. Unlike in Newrlys and
Nurakunovs approaches, we are able to provide the equational axiomatisation of the variety
whose congruence lattices are exactly the lattices of equational theories, up to isomorphisms.
Recently, the second author has developed in [11] a new general framework for algebras
and clones, called universal clone algebra. Algebras and clones of finitary operations are to
universal algebra what infinitary algebras and clone algebras are to universal clone algebra. He
has presented a method to codify algebras and clones into infinitary algebras and clone algebras,
respectively, and has provided concrete examples showing that general results in universal clone
algebra, when translated in terms of algebras and clones, give new versions of known theorems
in universal algebra. This methodology is applied to Birkhoff’s HSP theorem and to the recent
topological versions of Birkhoff’s theorem (see [3, 5, 12]).
The Galois connection relating clones and first order structures introduced above extends to
the infinitary case. An infinitary first-order structure is just a set of infinitary relations on a
given set A, and it turns out that the set of functions from Aω into A preserving an infinitary
first-order structure is a functional clone algebra. As a matter of fact, in the infinitary case the
connection is richer: we define the notions of weak and strong polymorphism, both extending
the one of the finitary case. We show that for any set of infinitary relations the set of weak
polymorphisms is the topological closure of the set of strong ones, with respect to the pointwise
convergence topology of the space of functions from Aω into A. Accordingly, we have two notions
of invariance: an infinitary relation R Ď Aω is weakly (resp. strongly) invariant for a function
ϕ : Aω Ñ A if ϕ is a weak (resp. strong) polymorphism of R. Calling t1 and t2 polymorphisms
the weak and strong ones, respectively, the problem arises of comparing the ω-clones of the form
P oli pInv j pCqq, for a given functional clone C and 1 ď i, j ď 2, and the structures Inv i pP olj pRqq,
for a given set R of infinitary relations and 1 ď i, j ď 2. Some of these problems are settled, and
some others are open. Moreover, we show that if C is a functional clone algebra closed under qω ,
then C is topologically closed iff P ol1 pInv 2 pCqq “ C iff P ol1 pInv 1 pCqq “ C. Applications of this
new theory to the study of first order structures and CSP is left for future work.
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